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1. General provisions 

1.1 ŠVOČ conference involves presentation of annual scientific-research works of general 

medicine, dental medicine and postgraduate study students at the Faculty of Medicine of 

Slovak Medical University (hereinafter as LF SZU). The students elaborate their scientific 

works at institutes, clinics and scientific-research workplaces of Slovak medical university or 

at workplaces outside SMU (hereinafter as SZU) under the professional attendance of the 

supervisor. 

1.2 The purpose of conference is to stimulate students´ scientific activity in the area of 

biomedical sciences and enable their results presentation on the ground of SZU and 

consequently motivate them for further scientific activity.                                                             

1.3. The conference has a nature of competition, while the best works are evaluated according 

to the financial possibilities of LF SZU. The articles are published in the professional journal 

Medical Horizon (hereinafter Lekársky Obzor) or scientific works almanac. 

1.4. Participation in the conference is voluntary. Successful presentation of elaborated work is 

evaluated with the certificate of participation and credits in the optional subject Seminars for 

ŠVOČ 1-4. 

1.5. The organizer of the ŠVOČ conference on the ground of LF SZU is the Board of ŠVOČ 

under the auspices of the Dean of LF SZU. 

1.6 In specific situations (e.g. distance learning during a pandemic), the Dean of the Faculty 

can cancel the conference or set up a distance form of the ŠVOČ conference.  

 

2. Board of ŠVOČ 

2.1 The chairperson of the Board of ŠVOČ is the vice-dean for scientific-research activity and 

is appointed to this function by the dean of LF SZU. 

2.2 The Board of ŠVOČ is also made up of selected scientific-pedagogic employees of LF 

SZU, possibly student representatives from the field of general medicine and dental medicine 

study. The number of members, as well as the composition of the Board of ŠVOČ, is decided 

by chairman of the Board. 

2.3 Taking on following duties the Board of ŠVOČ: 

❖ declares the respective year of ŠVOČ and ensures in a sufficient lead-time the writ for 

scientific and professional themes from individual institutes, clinics, and scientific-

research workplaces of LF SZU, 

❖ sets the deadline for submitting applications for participation in the ŠVOČ conference,  

❖ communicates regularly with the students and their supervisors enrolled on the 

development in research, and in case of need, it organizes informative meetings with 

the students giving them updated information, 

❖ defines the manner of delivering works of the enrolled for the ŠVOČ conference, 



❖ following the submission of the work, it appoints opponents of individual works who 

elaborate opinions becoming a part of the work evaluation in the framework of 

conference. It ensures that the work evaluations of the opponents are anonymous and 

that the opponent is a professional in the given area while being in a different 

workplace from that of the supervisors, 

❖ sets the deadline and venue of ŠVOČ conference of LF SZU (usually in the course of 

April), eventually, it decides on a joinder of ŠVOČ at LF SZU with similar 

conferences organized by other faculties of SZU,  

❖ in collaboration with the dean of LF SZU, it is responsible for organizational 

conference arrangements, 

❖ prior to the conference realization, it appoints a commission composed of its 

chairperson and membership from 2 to 5 persons, who evaluate individual works 

based on crediting them in the predesigned table. The evaluation includes the 

following criteria: 

▪ scientific contribution and originality of work and used method, 

▪ topicality of concerned area, 

▪ presentation (technical devices utilization, rendition, image based 

documentation visualisation level), 

▪ student´s share in the work, 

▪ ability to the queries from jury members as well as other participants, 

▪ quality of the the written form of the paper (adherence to the paper writing 

instructions before submission) 

❖ in case of a large number of varied works entered, the Board of ŠVOČ has the right to 

create sections (preclinic, clinic, dental, section for doctorands), while each section has 

its own commission and winners, 

❖ performs its own active recruitment of further students who participate in the 

conference passively, 

❖ the chairperson of the Board of ŠVOČ ensures that active participants receive an 

appropriate number of credits to be included in the study of general medicine being an 

optional subject on obligatory basis, 

❖ informs regularly the dean of LF SZU as well as the Scientific board of LF SZU, on 

the peparation development, 

❖ publishes actual information on preparation and course of ŠVOČ conference (ŠVOČ 

topics, important deadlines, application for conference, comprehensive instructions for 

work in writing and abstract, etc.) on the LF SZU website. 

2.4 The Board of ŠVOČ along with the dean of LF SZU ensures publication of the submitted 

work in writing in the domestic journal “Lekársky Obzor”, while the student(s) along with 

their supervisor(s) become authors of the published work. 

 

3. Terms and conditions of participation 

3.1 The ŠVOČ conference can be entered with a scientific-research work from the area of 

medical and biological sciences. The work is customarily a research component of a training 

workplace under the leadership of supervisor. 



3.2 The ŠVOČ conference can be entered by the students from LF SZU who participate in the 

competition part of ŠVOČ or students from other LF faculties or faculties of natural-scientific 

focus who either have elaborated their work at a particular SZU workplace or are invited to 

the conference by the Board of ŠVOČ. Their participation is not competitive, and they retain 

no claim for a financial evaluation. 

3.3 The supervisor can be an SZU employee (university teacher or scientific-research 

worker), in justified cases also a professional from the given area outside SZU who attends to 

the interested student without retaining a claim for reward. Training of students for the ŠVOČ 

conference is a significant component of the teacher´s or the scientific faculty worker´s 

personal evaluation. 

3.4 The work in writing for the ŠVOČ conference is supposed to have a scientific treatise 

nature of 3 to 5 pages (line spacing 1.5 and letter size 12). The text of work can be 

supplemented with pictures, graphs and tables. The instructions for the work writing follow 

editorial directives of the domestic journal Lekársky Obzor published by SZU 

(https://www.lekarsky.herba.sk/index.php/for-authors/instructions-for-authors).  

3.5 The contributions entered must be in accordance with the generally recognized legal, 

moral, and ethical standards. The need for consent from the ethic commission prior to the 

beginning of the research is decided by the work supervisor. 

 

4. Closing provisions 

4.1 The guarantee of the faculty ŠVOČ conference is LF SZU in Bratislava. The conference is 

secured financially from the budgetary means of SZU, eventually from those not connected to 

the budgetary means and/or from sponsor donations. 

 

This statute has been effective since 1.5.2021 and was approved by the Advisory Board of the 

dean of LF at 12.4.2021.  


